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Propagation, transformation and shoaling of long internal waves across the Iberian Shelf is studied numerically.
The hydrologic conditions are reconstructed from the in situ measurements of the GALIMOS 2014 cruise which
successfully monitored the impact of a storm on shelf currents and sediment transport. In addition, a 3-Dimensional
hydrostatic coastal ocean model was applied to reconstruct the entire hydrodynamic regime including temperature
and salinity fields. The derived temperature and salinity fields for different weather conditions (pre-storm, during
storm and after storm conditions) are then used to set up the background conditions for a weakly nonlinear model
based on the variable-coefficient Gardner equation to simulate internal waves. Observed amplitudes and periods
of long internal waves at the shelf edge are used to provide boundary conditions for the simulations. The evolution
of a long initial isopycnal displacement of negative polarity propagating onshore is studied in detail. Short-scale
internal solitary waves of negative polarity are found to be generated from the long initial disturbance. They
become asymmetric and change their polarity while shoaling. For specific hydrologic conditions large-amplitude
solibores may form and run-up the slope. The simulated density variations are very similar to those observed
during GALIMOS 2014 experiment, thus validate our model. Results also indicate that mode-1 internal waves
were intensified during and after the storm, along with an offshore shift of their breaking depth toward the seaward
edge of mud deposits located in mid-shelf. This provides a powerful mechanism for winnowing sediment and
constraining the seaward extension of mud deposits on the NW Iberian shelf.
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